Abstract

Peyronie’s disease is a relatively common condition, with an incidence of 3-9%. It is often associated with diabetes and erectile dysfunction (ED). This condition causes a penile deformity that can affect sexual penetration and lead to psychological disorders because of the difficulty in coping with the situation. Sometime the surgery does not satisfy the patients; we tried to evaluate this aspect of the disease.

Materials and methods: We treated 46 patients for recurvatum penis secondary to Peyronie’s disease. The clinical examination involved an accurate medical history, a physical examination to identify the plaque, ultrasonography to detect calcified plaque, and a photograph of the erect penis to document the recurvatum and sandglass deformity. In the case of ED, we administered the IIEF-5 and performed intracavernous injection of PGE1; in patients eligible for grafting, we also carried out a dynamic echo colour Doppler of the cavernous corps. Penis length, altogether, was between 11.5 and 14.5 cm (13.25 ± 1 cm). In 40 patients with moderate curvature (45-60°) we carried out tunica plication and in 6 cases with curvature >60° and with ED we performed plaque incision and partial dissection, with grafting strips of polyester fluoropolymer (Gore-Tex). In all cases, we performed an extended dissection of the dorsal plexus and urethra.

Results: Correction of the recurvatum was achieved in all cases. In patients undergoing albuginea plication, the shortening of the corpus cavernosum ranged from 0.5 cm (1 case) to 2 cm. Patients with ED, particularly those who received a synthetic graft, continued to take iPDE5, with good erections. The graft has never induced inflammation, scar retractions or pseudo-aneurysm expansion, even in the medium term (5 years). Patient satisfaction was evaluated asking the patient to score it in scale from 1 to 4. The scale was administered 6-8 months after surgery.

Patients treated with albuginea plication scored their satisfaction as it follows:

- 26 patients degree 3 (satisfied enough); 9 patients degree 4 (very satisfied); 4 patients degree 2 (satisfied); 1 patient unsatisfied.

In patients treated with patch: 2 patients degree 3 and 4 patients degree 4 (Table 1).

Conclusions: A thorough diagnostic study of patients with proper indications for surgical treatment coupled with a careful and detailed evaluation of the patient’s expectations, followed by an extensive surgical dissection of the corpora cavernosa, provide good results for both tunica plication and the polyester fluoropolymer graft with a good degree of satisfaction of the patients. In our experience, this graft seems free of the complications thus far attributed to synthetic grafts.

Introduction

The Peyronie’s disease is a frequent condition and it causes a penile deformity which causes coital dysfunction and psychological disorders because of the difficulty in coping with the situation.

It is important to carry out a thorough diagnostic study of patients to propose the proper treatment; furthermore it is necessary to understand patient expectations and inform them about the treatment and about the results which the therapy can offers.

Through our experiences we understood some relevant aspects of this disease and its therapy, which we are showing in this study.

Table 1: Auto-evaluation of surgical satisfaction Score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>unsatisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>enough satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>a lot satisfied</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Materials and Methods

46 patients underwent surgery for recurvatum penis secondary to Peyronie’s disease; patients age was between 51 and 76 years (m. 67.8 years).

All patients have had a stable disease for about 1 year at the time of surgery. They reported severe coital dysfunction associated to psychological discomfort to the erectile penile deformity.

All patients had a thorough clinical history and examination to identify the plaques.

We carried out an ultrasonography to identify the cases with calcifications (4 cases).

The erectile function was examined with IIEF5 and in case of erectile dysfunction we performed intracavernous injection of PGE1.

The photography of penis during erection documented the recurvatum degree (Figure 1) and sandglass deformity. Penis length measured both during flaccidity and with stretching. We used a rigid ruler and measured the penis from pubis to glans.

40 patients had a moderate recurvatum (45-60°) with difficult penetration. The erectile function was preserved in 31 cases and 9 had ED well treated with 5PDEi.

Penile length prior plication surgery was between 12 and 16.5 cm (m.14+/-1.2cm). In patients with ED plasma testosterone was measured. Sandglass deformity was evident in 20 patients, with all patients coping well with it.

40 patients with moderate recurvatum underwent surgery with albuginea plication; 14 patients had albuginea stitches sec. Klevmark in prolene 2/0 [1]; in 25 cases we carried out two or three series of parallel stitches in prolene 3/0. The stitches crossed the total thickness of the albuginea of cavernous corps.

6 patients had evident recurvatum (>60°), which rendered penetration almost impossible with almost impossible penetration, partial ED was present in all cases. These patients had also a DEC of cavernous corps. In these patients the ED was treated using 5PDE obtaining good results. A cycle of systematic 5PDE therapy (two/three times week for 8 weeks) was administered to all patients before surgery.

The length of penis before grafting was between 11, 5 to 14.5 cm (13+/-1cm).

6 patients were operated on the plaque incision with partial dissection and grafting a patch obtained with thin strips of polyester fluoropolymer (Gore-Tex) (Figure 2).

The patch was 30% larger than the exposed cavernosal area. The strips were sutured with gore-tex stitches 5/0 (Figure 3).

In all 46 patients we carried out extensive dissection of the dorsal plexus and the urethra (Figure 3). We performed the postectomy and patients were discharged from hospital on the day after surgery with the recommendation to avoid intercourse for 6 weeks.

Results

The follow-up was between 1 and 5 years. The correction of recurvatum was good.

- In patients treated with albuginea plication the penile shortening was between 0.5 and 2 cm (Chart 1). Patients operated according Klevmark, reported little nodulations in the sites of stitches. All these patients did not report recurrence of recurvatum.
In patients treated with grafting and patch we obtained an excellent correction of the recurvatum. The shortening was insignificant (Chart 2) and the patients continued to use 5PDEi. The graft has never induced clinical signs of inflammation, scar retractions or pseudo-aneurysm expansion, even in the medium term (5 years).

The surgery (albuginea plication or dissection with patch) did not have any short term complications (in particular urethral injury). Most patients suffered of glans hypoesthesia with hypoorgasmya for 3-12 weeks.

A questionnaire was administered 6-8 months after surgery to evaluate patient satisfaction.

Patients treated with albuginea plication, 87% (35pts) were “very satisfied” or “satisfied enough” with the results of the procedure (Chart 1).

All patients treated with dissection and patch were either “very satisfied” or “satisfied enough” (Chart 2).

Discussion

The Induratio Penis Plastica was described by Francois Gigot de la Peyronie in 1743 [2]. This condition is characterized by a sclerotic lesion of the tunica albuginea of Cavernous Corps. It affects the tunica albuginea in a segmental way and, sometimes multiple nodulations may coexist in different sites of the cavernous corps. While etiology is unknown, the pathogenesis is probably related to immune mechanisms secondary to micro traumatic repeated events, triggering the macrophage proliferation. Such events would activate the development of a plaque and would be regulated by local growth factors -TGβ1-[3]. A pathogenetic explanation involving stem cells has also been proposed: these cells would differentiate in osteoblasts or fibroblasts, causing the growth of the fibrous plaque and/or calcified areas [4].

The macrophagic activation would lead to the alteration of the structure of the albuginea with reduction of the elastic fibers so that the albuginea loses its compliance: the plaque thus represents the point of in-extensibility and recurvatum and sandglass deformity are the consequence of it.

Peyronie’s disease is a relatively common condition and the calculated incidence is 3-9% [5].

While diagnosis is largely clinical, some diagnostic tools are needed in order to guide the most appropriate therapeutic strategy.

Medical therapy is proposed for light recurvatum (<45 degrees) [3,6], in patients without erectile dysfunction and with mild coital disorders, with a disease span of less than 12 months. In case of moderate or considerable recurvatum, surgical therapy is the standard treatment.

In these cases, it is appropriate to make an accurate assessment of the length of the penis during stretching and measuring it with a rigid ruler [7], the measure of length of the penis, before surgery is useful to inform patients that shortening of cavernous corps, is caused both by surgery and by the condition.

It is very important to verify the curvature angle with auto/etero-photography of the erect penis [6]. Peyronie’s disease is associated with ED in 58% of cases [3], and for this reason is important evaluating erectile function taking a good patient history and assessing the response to IIEF, if necessary with DECID [6].

The aim of surgery in la Peyronie’s disease is to correct penile deformity. This can be achieved either reducing length of the convex part of cavernous corps, or with a section/dissection of the plaque with grafting [3].

The first procedure was described by Nesbit and it consist in the dissection of the some ellipse of albuginea with suture of the margins or the application of some stitches to obtain the plication of the convex part of the albuginea. These could be “U” in shaped not resorbable material (Prolene, Gore-tex).
Albuginea plication is indicated for 45-60° recurvatum, without erectile dysfunction and with mild sandglass deformity [7].

For recurvatum >60° with partial erectile dysfunction (usually erectile instability) and with sandglass deformity, it is indicated the section/dissection of the plaque with grafting [9,10].

Albuginea plication offers a good correction of recurvatum with restoration of a correct coital function, but it is associated with a reduction of the corporal length between 1 and 3 cm, in 30-90% of cases [6]. Penis length before the procedure must be noted in order to correctly inform the patient of this complication. Measuring penis length before surgery allows to accurately predict what it will be after the procedure; only a penile length 10 cm or more is considered compatible with a satisfactory sexual function [11].

Grafting does not cause a reduction of penile length, but in 15-45% of cases it is burdened from erectile dysfunction. Patient selection and careful information are essential [6].

The patch needs to be elastic and compliant enough to allow the expansion of the cavernous muscular tissue, but it does not expand too much so as in a pseudocapsule.

The patch is not antigenic, does not induce inflammation and is relatively cheap [9].

A variety of materials have been used to produce the patches:

- Autologous tissues (vein grafts, buccal mucosa, rectum muscle fascia, tunica vaginalis and crural albuginea); biologic cadaveric tissues (dura matter, pericardium, cadaveric dermis); xenografts (porcine small intestine sub-mucosa, bovine pericardium); synthetic grafts (gore-tex, Dacron) [6,9].

Synthetic grafts are preferred in guidelines, but this is controversial as inflammation and sclerosis was seen in a limited number of cases near the patch. In some cases synthetic grafts became infected or causes pseudo-aneurysm [12], nevertheless some authors reported good results with gore-tex grafting [10].

The thin strips of polyester fluoropolymer, are thin, inert and elastic enough to consent the corporal expansion; it is very important to make a graft 30% larger of the dissected area. In this way the patch is not stretched excessively during erection and the “giving in” is then prevented.

During the surgical procedure it is very important to dissect the cavernous corps, the dorsal plexus and the urethra [13], in this way it is possible to place the plicature stitches over all the albuginea and incising and partially dissecting the IPP plaque. The use of Gore-Tex devices in plaque surgery started in the nineties, looking as well.

In our experience the synthetic tissues - strips of polyester fluoropolymer- if well shaped, offer good results with no severe complications, in the short or in the long term.
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